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In the Darkness Trilogy (an Unofficial Minecraft Book for 15
Years Old and Above) 2017-01-18 an unofficial minecraft book
for 15 years old and above for older minecraft fans book 1 the
enemy s cult it is five years after the great minecraft tournament
and the war that followed it and the champions celebrate their
special moment before leaving on a well deserved vacation thanks
to the peace that they ve brought to the minecraft world
unfortunately there are some that know that the peace isn t as
real as many believe even now with the greatest enemy
vanquished there are many hidden enemies and organization
seeking to cause chaos and topple the king and queen in the most
terrible ways possible officer william johnstone of the royal city
police force can feel it something dark is rising in the shadows of
the city planning and waiting for the moment when they can strike
and destroy the tranquil times that have existed since herobrine s
defeat evil is rising and the enemy has returned to the fight book 2
betrayed the threat known as herobrine has returned to the
minecraft world and nobody is safe william johnstone mary and
the queen know what their enemy is capable of but defeating him
seems like an impossible mission danger shocks and betrayals
await them behind every door and despite their desire to protect
their people and the minecraft world they have a very big
challenge on their hands it is possible to defeat the enemy on the
outside but what about the enemy within who can be trusted if
anyone captain william johnstone has gazed into the darkness and
it has looked back at him evil is rising and the enemy has returned
to the fight book 3 one last chance somehow fate has given our
hero an opportunity captain william johnstone has survived the
terrible attack on his city and the duel with the woman he believed
was his friend and ally as he rises from the ashes and heads out in
search of help he knows that this time there is no other option but
victory the final battle is approaching and despite the heavy odds
stacked against them johnstone and every other race s leader
know one thing they must fight and they must win follow the
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thrilling conclusion to the trilogy of officer william johnstone no
more wars or tournaments the battle that decides the fate of the
minecraft world will take part in the damp darkness and shadows
can officer johnstone get to the bottom of this investigation or will
the enemy succeed first every story comes to an end the final
battle has arrived will captain johnstone succeed this unofficial
minecraft book is not authorized endorsed or sponsored by
microsoft corp mojang ab notch development ab or any other
person or entity owning or controlling the rights of the minecraft
name trademark or copyrights all characters names places and
other aspects of the game described herein are trademarked and
owned by their respective owners minecraft r tm c 2009 2016
mojang notch
Minecraft Books for Kids 2015-11-12 minecraft books for kids an
unofficial minecraft book the collection of adorable books for kids
about minecraft is surely a great book for young children who
adore minecraft it has exciting stories along with lovely images as
well as three mini chapters to make it easier to understand and
read inside you will find living in minecraft the tale of the wither
and the ender dragon the tale of the mining king explore this
amazing stories
First Night 2019-07-30 matt lopez is an ordinary kid he likes
hanging out with his friends playing minecraft and teasing his
brother and sister but when matt buys a secondhand vr headset at
a lawn sale and tries it out one night he gets a huge surprise he
wakes up in the world of minecraft it ll take all his skills and smarts
to stay alive because gathering resources putting together tools
and creating a safe spot to avoid nighttime monsters is far easier
on screen than it is in reality back cover
Nether Nightmare 2015-08-24 an ancient evil wakes friend
becomes foe herobrine s invasion draws near twelve year old
hamid thought he could handle any minecraft challenge but when
a diseased magma cube infects his best friend and his school
principal teams up with ultimate force of darkness hamid is ready
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to say game over but the nightmare has just begun trapped in
minecraft and running out of time hamid jaina and their video
game allies must race across the nether to cure ant catch principal
whiner and defeat herobrine before his army of monsters invades
the real world grab your pickaxe the battle of the blocks continues
Wimpy Steve Book 1: Trapped in Minecraft! (an Unofficial
Minecraft Diary Book) 2018-11-17 limited time sale price 0 99
regular price 2 99 an international bestselling minecraft diary
previously published as diary of a wimpy steve trapped in
minecraft it s now wimpy steve trapped in minecraft it s the same
bestselling minecraft diary with a fresh new look ever wonder what
it would be like to experience minecraft from the inside well now
you can wimpy steve trapped in minecraft book 1 takes you on a
hilarious minecraft adventure in which wimpy steve a complete
newbie records his experiences while trapped inside the minecraft
game follow wimpy steve as he makes important discoveries like
he has laser vision slimes taste strangely like his mom s spinach
surprise there s more than one way to make an enderman angry
creepers are not good swimming buddies caves drive him batty his
survival skills don t go much beyond breathing and much much
more with charming illustrations and creative storytelling wimpy
steve trapped in minecraft is a must read for any kid who loves
minecraft kids ages 5 12 even reluctant readers can t wait to dig
in to these minecraft adventures grab your copy of wimpy steve
trapped in minecraft now and join wimpy steve s hilarious
adventure today disclaimer this is an unofficial minecraft book
minecraft is a registered trademark of and owned by mojang ab
and its respective owners which do not approve endorse sponsor
or authorize this book minecraft r tm c 2009 2015 mojang ab
notch
Goodnight, Wimpy Little Steve 2017-05-09 new release limited
time discount 11 47 the perfect choice for any young minecraft
lover wimpy little steve is a whimsical tale of bravery and
determination adventure abounds as steve sets out to make his
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own way in the world however ghasts zombies and skeletons are
going bump in the night at his every turn a full colored bedtime
book packed with awesome illustrations grab your first ever
minecraft fan fiction bedtime story today
Escape from the End 2016-10-27 hamid is trapped herobrine
roams free jaina holds the key twelve year old hamid is lost in the
end while his best friend ant remains cursed and deadly as
herobrine and his army of monsters storm into the real world jaina
is the only hope to save the planet that is if the adults will listen to
her grab your pickaxe the battle of the blocks is far from over
Minecraft in Real Life 2015-12-08 introducing an unofficial
minecraft fan adventure inspired by the bestselling game what if
minecraft came into real life what if the minecraft characters that
you know and love popped into your house this is the story of how
i accidentally broke minecraft it wasn t really my fault and the
minecraft characters came into the world our world ma freakin
planet earth you heard me right minecraft came into real life let
me put that another way minecraft came into my room when
minecraft first decided to appear in my room things were horrible
you d expect things to be good but if you think about it how do
you explain to your parents your new pet pig and your new best
friend steve how do you explain to your parents that the reason
your room is half missing is because steve needed to chop it down
block by block so he could make a crafting table how do you
explain these things minecraft in real life is an action packed
charming novel featuring a nine year old girl and her friend henry
as they embark on real life adventures with steve from the
minecraft game it s a fantastic story with a strong theme of
overcoming bullying and being yourself no matter what anyone
else thinks great for kids ages 7 13 disclaimer this book is not
authorized sponsored endorsed or licensed by mojang ab
microsoft corp or any other person or entity owning or controlling
any rights to the minecraft name trademarks or copyrights
minecraft is a registered trademark of mojang synergies ab
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The Librarian 2015-10-15 this unofficial minecraft book is 10 000
words with 29 pictures custom crafted scenes to accompany the
story read this minecraft book free as part of your amazon prime
or kindle unlimited membershipmeet jacob the librabrian he is a
bit socially awkward and a bit of a homebody but soon he finds
himself on a grand adventure that leads him through strange lands
this fun minecraft diary is about friendship adventure and
herobrine also makes an appearance disclaimer this book is a work
of fanfiction it is not an official minecraft book it is not endorsed
authorized licensed sponsored or supported by mojang ab
microsoft corp or any other entity owning or controlling rights to
the minecraft name trademarks or copyrights tags kids books
minecraft handbook minecraft minecraft books minecraft free
minecraft games minecraft secrets handbook minecraft xbox
minecraft tips minecraft game minecraft story book minecraft
steve series free kids books minecraft handbook free minecraft
comics minecraft books for kids
First Night 2019-07-15 matt lopez is an ordinary kid he likes
hanging out with his friends playing minecraft and teasing his
brother and sister but when matt buys a secondhand vr headset at
a lawn sale and tries it out one night he gets a huge surprise he
wakes up in the world of minecraft it ll take all his skills and smarts
to stay alive because gathering resources putting together tools
and creating a safe spot to avoid nighttime monsters is far easier
on screen than it is in reality
Setting Forth 2019-07-15 kayla jackson has waited for her sister
jaz and her friends matt and dave to venture into the world of
minecraft with matt s unusual vr headset now she ll finally take a
turn but kayla s not content with what they ve already told her she
wants to learn more before she explores though she ll need more
resources and more information and maybe what she finds will
help her friends too
The Obsidian Cube Trilogy (an Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids
Ages 9 -12) 2015-05-26 genre children s adventure an unofficial
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minecraft book for kids ages 9 12 book one an unknown past he is
alone lost and with no memory of who or what he is all he knows is
his name steve fleeing through the night pursued by half glimpsed
foes steve is rescued by the brave and beautiful alex alex has
appointed herself as the defender of a small village that finds itself
under near constant siege by the mobs under the invincible draugr
the skeleton king as steve settles into his new home learning the
skills that will allow him to survive in this strange hostile world he
continues to search for the answers to his own identity at the
same time he faces other more urgent questions what does the
skeleton king want with them how can they stop him from
destroying the innocent villagers what dark shadow lies across
alex s past and who is the grim dark figure with the glowing white
eyes book two the skeleton king captured and pressed into service
by the skeletons steve searches for an escape route deep
underground meanwhile on the surface alex fears that steve has
been captured by draugr putting her own fears aside she resolves
to seek him out and rescue him but to do this she will have to
infiltrate the enormous labyrinthine castle of the skeleton king
there she knows she will find dark corridors lined with marching
skeletons cages of ravenous zombies and caverns filled with
creepers what she doesn t know is that there she will be forced to
make terrible choices discover dark secrets and worst of all face
her own deepest fears will she be able to escape once she passes
the dark gates of the skeleton king can she survive against such
fearful odds and what will she learn of draugr s true plans book
three the mystery revealed the obsidian cube the all powerful key
to control reality itself he who possesses it possesses the means to
control the world or destroy it searching for a way out of his
underground prison steve stumbles upon the vast cavern in which
the cube lays meanwhile alex languishes in the skeleton king s
clutches as draugr marshals his army of mobs to take the cube
from there with its power he will sweep over the entire world to
take the cube he needs alex and it was for this reason that he has
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pursued her all this time but as they all descend upon the cavern
of fire they find that someone else is waiting for them someone far
far worse than draugr and all his army in facing this new threat
steve and alex will find themselves tested to their limits yet at the
same time the stranger may hold the key to the secrets that mark
the foundation of their lives author s note these short stories are
for your reading pleasure the characters in this minecraft
adventure series such as steve endermen or herobrine etc are
based on the minecraft game coming from minecraft r tm c 2009
2013 mojang notch
The Quest 2014-11-22 the unofficial minecraft adventure short
stories join steve in his quest and discover what it truly takes to be
a hero an unofficial minecraft diary book alternative for your
reading pleasure in a single player mode where steve is the only
one playing he considered himself as the sole hero everything s
working pretty well until one day things were suddenly turned
upside down one by one unusual things started happening strange
things and beings started appearing the worst part is steve doesn
t know what it was or who caused it with his being a hero placed at
the edge steve decided to do whatever it takes to find out what is
really going on the only question is can he really do it mark mulle
one of amazon s best selling author is here again to deliver
another amusing story about the adventures of steve this book will
not only give you full entertainment but it ll also teach you
courage honesty and perseverance journey with steve to uncover
the truth behind these mysteries and join our hero steve as he
tries to unveil the mysteries and discovers what it takes to be a
true hero click the buy now button and get your copy today this
unofficial minecraft book is not authorized endorsed or sponsored
by microsoft corp mojang ab notch development ab or any other
person or entity owning or controlling the rights of the minecraft
name trademark or copyrights all characters names places and
other aspects of the game described herein are trademarked and
owned by their respective owners minecraft r tm c 2009 2016
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mojang notch
Minecraft High School Book 1 2016-04-12 my name is mark and
this is my first year of high school freshman year in high school
can be scary even in minecraft these are the adventures of mark
during his first year of minecraft high school join mark and his
friends as they try to get good grades in parkour and zombie
defense tactics class battle bullies zap zombies catch chickens and
learn to live life as an adventure minecraft high school book 1 is
the first in a new series of books great for kids ages 5 12 it
addresses important topics like bullying overcoming fears and
choosing friends wisely welcome to this unofficial minecraft
adventure series
Diary of an 8-Bit Warrior: Quest Mode 2023-09-05 book 5 of
the international best selling 8 bit warrior series that takes readers
inside the journal of runt a young minecraft villager who dares to
dream of becoming a minecraft warrior in the fifth in this series of
unofficial minecraft adventure books everyone s favorite 12 year
old villager turned warrior is back this time to use his warrior
training on a new quest there s no time to enjoy his newfound
stardom to save villagetown runt embarks on a perilous quest far
beyond the safety of the wall between bizarre towns terrifying
dungeons and epic boss battles runt must summon the hero within
and say so long to the noob with fun text changes full color
illustrations throughout and shorter text blocks to reward readers
balanced with longer text blocks to challenge readers this book
will get minecraft fans off the screen and into reading
Tales of an 8-Bit Kitten: Lost in the Nether 2018-09-18 eeebs isn t
a very disciplined kitten his mom warned him not to play in the
forest but he didn t listen that s how he found himself in the nether
a bizarre world inhabited by scary creatures in the company of a
ghast almost cheerful witch eeebs develops supernatural powers
will this be enough to fight against endernova s army the
enderman who want to rule over the overworld in order to save his
friends eeebs must become the champion of the nether as the
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prophecy of the chosen one tells
Minecraft: Diary of a Minecraft Herobrine 101-01-01 ever
wonder what it would be like to be a minecraft herobrine in this
hilarious minecraft adventure we get to read the diary of a
minecraft herobrine are herobrine really different from us you ll be
surprised at what you discover so jump into this minecraft
adventure and find out diary of a minecraft herobrine is a must
read for any kid who loves minecraft kids ages 7 can t wait to jump
into to these minecraft adventures
Trapped, Book Two and Book Three (An Unofficial Minecraft Book
for Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen) 2017-11-09 genre children s
adventure an unofficial minecraft book for kids ages 9 12 preteen
book 2 the mysterious island bill has just begun to get used to the
life alone in the island while it s not the most ideal way of life for
him a man must learn to survive on his own tom s journal has
become his greatest companion through the days as a wellspring
of knowledge and guide that make his life in the island easier than
one can imagine home is still a place that bill wants to go back to
and he still dreams of his life before the island one day he
stumbles upon some visiting natives a pair of tribal individuals who
were visiting to gather some goods from the island bill asks for
their aid to get back home but alas it s due to the island s power
that bill can t go home just yet in order to break the series of
misfortune bill must find tom in order to give the journal back and
only then can bill truly get home however the big question is
where is tom with so many secrets sprawling about in the island
and the promise of home becoming more and more complicated
bill must rise to the occasion to prove that he can get through the
obstacles presented to him with the aid of natives can bill truly
find where tom is and will the powers that ties bill to the island be
severed once he meets tom there was only one way to find out
and the first step is to find tom book 3 the journey ends bill has
made his way through the nether guided only by the hearsay of
the villagers along with his gut feeling bill must wade through
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numerous undead and walk through the thin paths of land
between lava no matter how many times bill wakes up to the
nether it will never grow on him despite that his drive to get home
gives him the willpower to press onwards with skeletons and
endermen and fortresses to explore there are surely a lot of things
on bill s plate as bill continued to make his way around the nether
he stumbles upon tom s house which could give him clues letters
left inside chests are his guide to locating the previous settler of
the island and sheer determination keeps him from succumbing to
the weight of these obstacles he fends off numerous skeletons and
endermen to get from one place to the other hoping to find tom in
one piece armed with the weapons he s crafted along with the
guidance of what he s learned from the past few days bill tries his
best to outwit all the dangers of the nether had he prepared
enough for this journey will he be able to find tom in due time and
if he does manage to find the writer of the journal can they escape
the treacherous nature of the beasts of nether there s only one
way to find but first bill must make his first step into the unknown
world and find the man that could help him home this unofficial
minecraft book is not authorized endorsed or sponsored by
microsoft corp mojang ab notch development ab or any other
person or entity owning or controlling the rights of the minecraft
name trademark or copyrights all characters names places and
other aspects of the game described herein are trademarked and
owned by their respective owners minecraft r tm c 2009 2016
mojang notch
A Wider World 2020-08-01 the team has more than a base now
they have a fortress a thriving farm and a road to the village
where they can trade for items with the villagers however all four
of them will have to leave their comfort zones as dave and kayla
venture into the jungle and matt and jaz search for obsidian in the
depths of the earth their adventures will bring them deeper than
ever into the wider minecraft world
City of the End Trilogy (an Unofficial Minecraft Diary Book
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for Kids Ages 9 - 12 (Preteen) 2016-07-14 genre children s
adventure an unofficial minecraft diary book for kids ages 9 12
preteen book 1 the world above lana lives in a strange place a city
in the end for 2 000 years the city has lived separate from the
over world the over world is nothing more than something to be
studied in school but when her city is attacked by ender men and
there are rumors of an ender dragon underneath the city lana
volunteers to go to the over world to help her people leaving her
best friend josh behind lana enters a portal to go to the over world
it becomes clear quickly that everything she thought she knew
about the world above is not what it seems when things go wrong
and she finds herself stranded in a world she doesn t understand
she befriends john and his sister ellie together the three of them
must figure out just what is going on between the over world and
the end city along the way lana will discover that not everything
she has been raised to know is actually the truth book 2 saving the
city lana has left her home in the end city to try to have the king of
the over world help her city from the army of ender men taking
over her home yet as soon as she burst through the portal she
realized things were not exactly as they seemed with the king s
men out to get her for reasons unknown lana befriended two
siblings john and ellie together the three of them are on a quest to
discover what has happened in the past and how it will affect the
future gareth a man who escaped the end city joins their crew he
has a connection to both the king and the leader of the end city
but will it be enough with forces beyond their control closing in on
them lana must find a way to save her city and discover the root of
the evil that is coursing through both worlds book 3 the beginning
of the end lana and john have been discovered sneaking around
the castle they have discovered that marketh has already met
with the king his next plan is in motion are they too late to stop it
lana john ellie and gareth must escape from the castle and come
up with a new plan it is a dangerous escape and comes with a cost
knowing that time is against them they decide to do something
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incredibly risky lana isn t sure if it will pay off or not but she knows
that she can t sit around and wait any longer what does marketh
have up his sleeve in regards to the ender men could it be true
that he has an ender dragon as well lana knows she must go back
to where it all started she isn t sure what she will find there but
she knows that whatever it ends up being it will be the beginning
of the end author s note this short story is for your reading
pleasure the characters in this minecraft adventure series such as
steve endermen creeper or herobrine etc are based on the
minecraft game coming from minecraft r tm c 2009 2013 mojang
notc
Diary of an Adventurous Creeper Trilogy (An Unofficial Minecraft
Book for Kids Age 9-12) 2015-04-29 genre children s adventure an
unofficial minecraft book for kids ages 9 12 book one creeper
chronicles set in the enchanting world of popular video game
minecraft carl the creeper a lonely creeper that yearns to be
accepted by other mobs around him finds a mysterious map that
leads him to the mystical nether world where he begins a quest to
find the blaze guardian to have his wish to be loved granted his
biggest rivals sally the slime rowley the wild rabbit chima the
pesky chicken and danny the snooty dog become the major thing
standing between him and the happiness he so desperately seeks
when carl and his rivals lives are at stake they have the choice to
put aside their differences and fight for their survival or continue
to disagree and most likely perish creeper chronicles is a story
that follows the budding of friendships and explores the rewards of
courage honesty and perseverance book two journey to the end
carl the creeper s adventures are far from over when he is plagued
by visions of herobrine in his sleep desperate to find answers carl
asks his enderman friend edward for help he learns that herobrine
is still alive and coming for him teaming up once again with his
friends rowley the rabbit chima the chicken danny the dog and
sally the slime they set out to find the dragon lord that will give
them the power to protect their families from villages in the clouds
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dungeons underground to the endermen s world carl and his
friends must race against time to save everyone they care about
book three dragon savior when the dragon lord carl the creeper
and his friends seek to find at the end dimension goes missing the
little mobs find themselves running against time to save the
dragon lord jungle troubles hostile snow golems and icy chills are
not obstacles enough to stop these little heroes from finding the
mob that took the dragon lord what started as a little adventure to
make a wish becomes a great rescue mission that changes carl
and his friends lives forever and as their journey comes to an end
the question remains will they find what they are looking for
author s note these short stories are for your reading pleasure the
characters in this minecraft adventure series such as steve
endermen or herobrine etc are based on the minecraft game
coming from minecraft r tm c 2009 2013 mojang notch
Diary of Steve the Explorer, (Book 1) 2015-05-11 genre
children s adventure an unofficial minecraft book for kids ages 9
12 preteen steve investigates a village completely in ruins when
he tries to question the surviving villagers they run away in fear
steve takes it upon himself to find the culprits of this tragedy and
bring them to justice journey with steve to uncover the truth and
discover what it truly means to be a hero author s note this short
story is for your reading pleasure the characters in this minecraft
adventure series such as steve endermen or herobrine etc are
based on the minecraft game coming from minecraft r tm c 2009
2013 mojang notch
Making It Home 2019-07-15 jasmine jackson has a great
imagination but when her friend matt tells their group of friends
that he has a vr headset that can send him into the world of
minecraft she finds it a little hard to believe when jaz tries the
headset out for herself she learns the truth but then a creeper
comes along and does what creepers do she ll need to rebuild her
shelter and maybe improve on it before she can find her way
home
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Diary of a Creeper King Quadrilogy - an Unofficial Minecraft Book
2018-01-18 love minecraft over 74 000 words of kid friendly fun
this high quality fan fiction fantasy quadrilogy is for kids teens and
nerdy grown ups who love to read epic stories about their favorite
game all four cth ka the creeper king minecraft diary stories part 1
ever heard of the creeper king mighty cth ka read the adventure
diary of a young creeper who was looking for a way to protect
himself without blowing up when cth ka the creeper and skeleton
steve leave the forest to ask a local witch for help they are soon
on a long and dangerous journey to find a secret artifact that will
allow cth ka the power to move blocks with his mind but will the
difficulty of traveling across the minecraft world coming across a
village under attack hiding from a fully armored killer hero and
finding the way to a hidden stronghold be too much for a creeper
and his skeleton companion to handle part 2 what does worla the
witch have in store for cth ka the creeper king now that he has the
crown of ender cth ka feels like he can take on the world but at
what cost now building a home for himself and his new friends in
his favorite part of the forest he can t help but wonder what
dreadful errand the witch will require him to do first with the help
of skeleton steve and his new followers will cth ka be up to the
task or will he try to take the easy way out and as always when
minecraft steve gets involved everything is headed for trouble part
3 mighty cth ka the creeper king is ready for his second task while
working on his obsidian fortress cth ka is approached by worla the
witch and asked to perform his second task to kill a fellow witch
sure the witch of the icy mountains is probably evil and is planning
on spreading her ice magic into darkwood forest but is cth ka okay
with being worla s assassin as more and more creepers join his
creeper army cth ka sets off on his dangerous mission with
skeleton steve and zarek the zombie but have his powers grown
strong enough to help him kill a witch and is there something more
sinister going on with worla and her three tasks part 4 cth ka for
your third task i need you to kill the steve the good hearted mighty
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cth ka and his friends are back for the conclusion of the creeper
king series cth ka only has one task left to perform for worla the
witch but it s something he really doesn t want to do after all he s
not an assassin but stuck under the power of the witch s binding
spell does he really have any choice with skeleton steve his
bodyguard zarek the zombie and an army of creepers cth ka sets
off to assault the steve s castle in the mountains with his powers
growing fighting bad mobs is one thing but can cth ka really defeat
the steve and what sinister plans lie behind the scenes with worla
the witch and her vindicators love minecraft adventure buy the
creeper king quadrilogy today join the skeleton steve club check
out my main website for details it s in the book get free minecraft
goodies tips books maps skins seeds and more author s note this
is an unofficial minecraft book minecraft is a registered trademark
of and owned by mojang ab and its respective owners which do
not approve endorse sponsor or authorize this book minecraft tm
2009 2016 mojang ab notch tags minecraft book game fiction
minecraft books for kids and teens minecraft games game stories
game books game story books minecraft tips minecraft secrets
Minecraft 2019-08-14 minecraft genesis is a very exciting story
about how the world of minecraft was created follow along the first
legendary four brothers notch jeb junkboy and herobrine who find
themselves to be the first inhabitants of a new world called
minecraft their mission is to build a minecraft society from the
ground up
Diary of an Ender Dragon 2017-09-12 genre children s
adventure an unofficial minecraft book for kids ages 9 12 preteen
be amazed as you enter the mystifying world of minecraft and
witness the rise of one of minecraft s formidable character the
ender dragon elmer the ender dragon is the first of its kind and will
be the only ender dragon for the next thousand years until another
dragon egg hatches initially things didn t go so well for elmer he
has a lot to learn the world he was in how things work in his world
and his purpose in the world fortunately he has steve by his side
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always ready to guide him on the right track however during his
training with steve elmer was introduced to the quartz crystal a
rare material steve has been protecting ever since what elmer
didn t expect is that behind the flawless beauty of the crystal
something dark and evil is stirring the dark force has been trying
to lure elmer will he give in grab this book now and treat yourself
with a one of a kind minecraft experience join elmer on the
different adventures that awaits him in the overworld and witness
his most awaited transformation this unofficial minecraft book is
not authorized endorsed or sponsored by microsoft corp mojang
ab notch development ab or any other person or entity owning or
controlling the rights of the minecraft name trademark or
copyrights all characters names places and other aspects of the
game described herein are trademarked and owned by their
respective owners minecraft r tm c 2009 2016 mojang notch
T. 2: Die übrige historische bücher 1603 jack kate their parents
and pet cat bruce lee the scar faced ninja attack kitty from japan
who smells like poop went to bed one night like normal but when
they woke up everything was not normal they had been pulled into
the kid s favorite video game minecraft mom and dad don t know
anything about this strange new world they must learn to survive
in luckily kate and jack do here the kids teach the parents follow
the family in their hilarious adventures as they live and learn and
survive in minecraft they have to explore craft mine make food
defend against monsters and protect bruce the cat from himself
who keeps trying to gobble everything up a perfect book series for
reluctant readers voracious readers and lovers of minecraft alike
The Accidental Minecraft Family: Book 1 2020-10-30 genre
children s adventure an unofficial minecraft book for kids ages 9
12 preteen bill has just begun to get used to the life alone in the
island while it s not the most ideal way of life for him a man must
learn to survive on his own tom s journal has become his greatest
companion through the days as a wellspring of knowledge and
guide that make his life in the island easier than one can imagine
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home is still a place that bill wants to go back to and he still
dreams of his life before the island one day he stumbles upon
some visiting natives a pair of tribal individuals who were visiting
to gather some goods from the island bill asks for their aid to get
back home but alas it s due to the island s power that bill can t go
home just yet in order to break the series of misfortune bill must
find tom in order to give the journal back and only then can bill
truly get home however the big question is where is tom with so
many secrets sprawling about in the island and the promise of
home becoming more and more complicated bill must rise to the
occasion to prove that he can get through the obstacles presented
to him with the aid of natives can bill truly find where tom is and
will the powers that ties bill to the island be severed once he
meets tom there was only one way to find out and the first step is
to find tom this unofficial minecraft book is not authorized
endorsed or sponsored by microsoft corp mojang ab notch
development ab or any other person or entity owning or
controlling the rights of the minecraft name trademark or
copyrights all characters names places and other aspects of the
game described herein are trademarked and owned by their
respective owners minecraft r tm c 2009 2016 mojang notch
Trapped (Book 2) 2017-11-09 work self published by author using
createspace
How to Draw for Minecrafters 2017-09-30 diary of a wimpy
minecraft villager get it instantly this is a story told through the
diary of a simple young villager this villager has lived their life in a
calm manner because they are not a very confident person the
villager is very aware that they are not confident and wishes to
change that in order to live a more happy life so in an attempt to
be a more confident person the simple villager decides to buy a
diary and record their daily life in the hope that it might help them
realize their fears and eventually become a more confident person
the purchase of this diary is the first step in a whirlwind of events
that the villager encounters in their journey for confidence the
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villager finds that there is a strange zombie who can wander
around in the daylight when this is not a normal thing for zombies
to do the villager decides that they must find the cause of this and
in doing so they must face their fears and become a more
confident person along the way so come along on this journey of a
villager and their diary find out the truth about the daylight get it
instantly
Diary of a Wimpy Minecraft Villager 2016-09-21 dave lee s
friends like having adventures dave himself however isn t so sure
about that still he s curious enough about his friend matt s special
vr headset that he ll give it a try just to see the world of minecraft
but survival is more than defeating monsters and building houses
and dave knows that he ll teach his friends too and along the way
he might just have an adventure
Staying Alive 2019-07-15 genre children s adventure an unofficial
minecraft book for kids ages 9 12 preteen wolves are known as
loyal creatures in the world of minecraft they live in wolf packs and
will do anything to protect their group but what most players don t
know is that wolves have many stories to tell as well follow the
story of boris a minecraft wolf and discover how he has
transformed from an ordinary wolf to a brave heroic wolf as he
fights side by side with his loyal master steve to defend the
villagers from the evil mobs his complete story in one complete
book book 1 steve s wolvesbook 2 zombie hordebook 3 defeating
the dragonbook 4 night monstersbook 5 back to the endbook 6 an
unknown enemyauthor s note this short story is for your reading
pleasure the characters in this minecraft adventure series such as
steve endermen or herobrine etc are based on the minecraft game
coming from minecraft r tm c 2009 2013 mojang notch
The Valiant Wolf's Diaries Collection, Books 1 To 6
2016-07-09 read books 6 10 of the popular diary of a surfer
villager series in this combined volume at the end of book 5 notch
in order to avert an all out war had just decreed that the ender
king and the billionaire dretsky family must instead form teams
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and compete in a series of three surf contests in order to
determine who would be victorious
Diary of a Surfer Villager, Books 6-10: (an Unofficial
Minecraft Book) 2019-09-26 genre children s adventure an
unofficial minecraft book for kids ages 9 12 preteen book 1 the
mysterious cube are you ready for another fantastic minecraft
adventure hop in and join our favorite heroes and champions on
the continuation of their battle with the evil forces he had what he
wished a second chance to travel back in time during the battle of
overwatch to fix the part where he messed up this time could he
get it right and if he did manage to stop herobrine from changing
the past what will happen next winston is determined to save his
world to save the overwatch what he didn t know is that the world
he was originally from was long gone what awaits him is a new
world filled with more unimaginable threats from the evil god
herobrine no matter what our heroes and champions must unite
and stand side by side to uncover the mysteries in their world and
stop herobrine from his evil doings because just when they
thought they were able to finish off herobrine they will learn that
minecraft s legendary character has more tricks up his sleeves
tricks that will dictate the very future of their beloved blocky world
mark mulle one of amazon s best selling authors is here again to
give you an out of this world minecraft experience you will surely
love book 2 clones of herobrine the battle continues so get ready
for a higher level of action and adventure you are about to
experience all our heroes and champions were in trouble rick and
romero on a dead end searching for minecrafts most powerful
object the mysterious cube maxus and jackson on a confrontation
with herobrine steve and the other champions with their
doppelgangers herobrine s plan is slowly unraveling yet our heroes
and champions do not have any idea on the extent of deviousness
the evil god has in store for them everything is veering towards
the final battle and winston rick romero steve and everyone else
must band together one last time if they want to save their world
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from certain destruction the question is how can they succeed
when herobrine s power is now too much for all of them to take
book 3 one last battle the final battle is fast approaching as the
epic tale comes to a close it s going to be an extremely exciting
match so make sure you re more than ready for this one rick and
romero are on their way to the overwatch for a final clash with the
legendary herobrine with just the two of them how can they hope
to overcome this deity of darkness and his army of clones the idea
of going against thousands of herobrine might sound horrible but
the worst is yet to come rick and romero will soon realize that
even if they win not everyone they care for will walk away alive
someone has to make the necessary sacrifice who this sacrificial
lamb is you will find out inside so go ahead and click the buy now
button at the top of this page to get your copy of this book don t
miss your chance to witness the ultimate battle between good and
evil this unofficial minecraft book is not authorized endorsed or
sponsored by microsoft corp mojang ab notch development ab or
any other person or entity owning or controlling the rights of the
minecraft name trademark or copyrights all characters names
places and other aspects of the game described herein are
trademarked and owned by their respective owners minecraft r tm
c 2009 2016 mojang notch
Diary of a Hero Trilogy 2016-03-02 steve has kept himself quite
busy being the only builder in the world it s a fact no matter how
hard he has tried in the past the villagers never catch on so
resigned to being the only one with his incredible if he does say so
himself skill steve has settled into retirement from being an
adventurer and instead turned to building after all he s defeated
the ender dragon explored sunken ships and even gone on a mad
run through the nether there can t be much left to do can there
even if it is a little bit lonely being the only builder in the world
before long steve notices strange happenings around the mighty
fortress he calls home sheep being let from their pen blocks where
they shouldn t be chests missing all of their items steve doesn t
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remember building that staircase either but it had to have been
him hadn t it
The Unknown Quest Book 1: The Last Builder: An Unofficial
Minecraft Series 2020-08-31 come on an adventure with jay can
he save his village find out in this exciting story this book is
perfect for early readers with full color pages and easy to read
words it is the first book of the unofficial minecraft early reader
stories not an official minecraft product not approved by or
associated with mojang
Jay Saves the Day 2019-09-13 two young adventurers steve and
wendy have embarked upon a quest to save steve s brother
herobrine from a fate worse than death the beginning of their
journey has taken them from one great library to another but they
have been unable to find the information they need to free
herobrine dejected they return to chance in a last ditch effort to
learn about the elusive ender dragon the only thing they know is
that the beast once ruled in another dimension called the end
legend has it that three warriors slayed the dragon and that one
kept its blood but steve and wendy have no clue if there s any
truth to the tale what little information they have found indicates it
is probably a figment of a vivid imagination for steve giving up on
the quest just as it is getting started isn t an option after all it is
his fault herobrine is trapped within the mighty dragon that is hell
bent on destroying the world steve was the one who dared his
brother to drink the unknown substance that resulted in herobrine
s transformation it was his fault that his brother was being forced
to endure unending agony but guilt is the least of steve s problems
when he encounters a diabolical cult led by the cruel wizard
draven long ago draven s ancestors were sworn to protect the
ender dragon now draven wants to avenge the dragon s death to
do so he vows to find and destroy the descendants of the three
heroes that vanquished the elder dragon cunning and evil draven
lures steve and wendy into a trap will they escape can anyone
save them or must they save themselves author s note this short
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story is for your reading pleasure the characters in this minecraft
adventure series such as steve endermen or herobrine etc are
based on the minecraft game coming from minecraft r tm c 2009
2013 mojang notch
The Cult: 2014-12-11 book 30 in the ongoing diary of a surfer
villager unofficial minecraft inspired fanfiction series this book is
also the tenth book of season two and the season two finale
Diary of a Surfer Villager, Book 30 2021-04-14 this unofficial
minecraft novel is an original work of fan fiction which is not
sanctioned nor approved by the makers of minecraft title page
verso
Adventures of a Zombie: An Unofficial Minecraft Diary
2021-05-11
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